Food Poisoning Hinted

Commons System Criticized by 100

Although the varsity squad will not participate in the Tufts Tournament, adding to their previous records at two previous tournaments, had a 5-0 record and chalk up victories as they downed opponents.

The undergraduate activities over which the FinBoard has no control are those of a restrictive nature, i.e. religious, living group, and honorary organizations. However, when such a group does something of benefit to the whole MIT community, it can ask the FinBoard for money.

Dean Brown to Discuss Ford Grant
To Give Effects on Curricula

Dean Brown will speak to the undergraduate class on the expected impact of the Ford Foundation grant in the improvement of the undergraduate education and curriculum. The Ford of the School of Engineering will give 1,000,000 grant to MIT's educational endeavors.

Dean Brown, who succeeded to his post in the spring of last year, stated that the true purpose of an engineer is to apply what he has learned to his practice and to the solution of real problems. Brown said he felt it was necessary for an engineer to have a background in chemistry, math, and physics.

The biggest challenge of the task, Brown said, is to make the budget for the 12 activities which are subsidized by the InstCom, and to adjust the current budget accordingly. The organizations must present representatives to answer questions about their budget. The total budget for the 12 activities is $70,000.
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